Prior to the meeting
Accessible Venue selection:

Registration:

Other:

 Transportation: ensure accessible transportation (hotel shuttle, cabs, etc.) between the hotel and the airport.

 Accessibility accommodations and dietary requirements: provide

 Self-advocates: include them in the planning process.

 Guest rooms: ensure hotel has enough accessible guest rooms and include them in your room block.
 Meeting room(s): verify meeting room accessibility, either by visiting the hotel

registrants with the option to indicate such needs when registering.
 Accessible meeting materials: per attendees’ specific

in advance, or by discussing with hotel staff how easy it is for attendees to get

requests, as well as additional materials, such as:

from their guest rooms to the meeting rooms.

o large print: font Arial 18pt and above

 Elevators: they must be available to get to guest rooms, meeting rooms, etc.

Accessible cab

 Accessible presentations: provide specific guidelines to speakers.
 Rules of etiquette: communicate to hotel staff guidelines on how to interact with people with disabilities.
 Breaks: plan for appropriate breaks throughout the meeting.

o flash drives: preloaded with relevant meeting

 Parking: confirm that there is accessible parking available, and that an elevator is in close proximity to it.

materials and available upon request.
Registration page: questions asking participants
to list any accessibility and dietary requirements

Meeting participants enjoying a break

Accessible Meetings and Events
On-site
Room set-up:

Food and Beverage:

Other:

 36 inches: there need to be at least 36 inches between the chairs of adjacent tables or a 36-inch pathway for

 Dietary requirements: even if such requests were not received in advance,

 Signage: provide prominent, sufficient and clear (Arial font)

vegetarian, vegan, sugar-free and gluten-free restrictions can be taken into

wheelchairs.
 Ramp: if one is used, then handrails must be attached, and ample space should be left around the ramp for presenters
 Wireless microphones: recommended both for presenters and the audience. Staff should walk microphones to audience

door stops, unless a different means of accessibility is

cups, etc.

already in place (no doors, buttons to activate the door,

 Table height: all tables used should be between 27 and 34 inches tall. Tall

members who have questions.
 Wheelchair spaces: remove some chairs randomly and in
 Podium: an accessible or slim podium is preferable.

 Accessible restrooms: doors should be propped open using

consideration. Also, food should be soft and diced.
 No stacked, tiered or elevated displays: no mug trees, no stacked jars or

in wheelchairs to comfortably get on stage.

different places for the convenience of attendees in wheelchairs.

signage. Place signs both by elevators and by escalators.

etc.). Accessible stalls are essential.
 Fragrance free: remind attendees of possible sensitivities to

bars are to be avoided; standard rectangular tables will work instead.
 Food placement on buffet tables: it is most helpful to place everything as

At least 36 inches
between chairs of
adjacent tables

fragrances, and ask them to refrain from using

close to the table edge as possible, to be within attendees’ easy reach.
 Plated vs. buffet style: buffets are preferable for larger meetings, particularly if

 Round table capacities:

perfume/cologne during the meeting.
Accessible plated lunch

there are multiple dietary requirements.

o 5 ft rounds seat 6-8 people

disturbed by flash used when taking photos, so it is

 Labeling of food and beverage items:

o 5.5 ft rounds seat 8-10 people

recommended to limit flash photography.
 Meeting staff: it is helpful for meeting staff to have badges

o what exactly each dish/beverage is

o 6 ft rounds seat 10-12 people
 The upper limit is for regular banquet chairs sitting
tightly next to each other. For accessible meetings, use the lower figure.

 Flash photography: persons with certain disabilities may be

o what dietary requirements the dish meets

that clearly identify them, for attendees to easily find

o simple Arial 18pt font or larger should be used.

someone for questions or special requests.

 Flexible straws: to be available in

 Rectangular table capacities:
o 6 ft tables seat 3 people

the vicinity of all beverages and with

o 8 ft tables seat 4 people

wrapping removed.

 Additional space is generally needed for the head table.

Accessible buffet set-up

Meeting room set-up with ample space between tables and
banquet chairs removed to allow for wheelchairs

Flexible, unwrapped straws at the beverage station
and on the meeting table

Prominent and clear sign board

Corina Miclea Rotsko
Accessible breakout room, with space for
attendees in wheelchairs

Sample of staff name badge

Accessible buffet set-up with appropriate labels

Accessible bar set-up

